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The handbook does not attempt to define a single “best” system for any site. Instead, it
presumes that readers need to be aware of the key factors that influence the probability of
achieving success with any given combination of equipment and site characteristics.
Readers will then use their own judgement to evaluate the merits of the various options.
The information in the handbook should be considered only as part of an overall process
for equipment selection which will vary from company to company.
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OPERATING TECHNIQUES

As described previously, each machine type is defined by some basic features that make
it suitable for a range of site conditions. Conversely, few sites are suited to just one type
of equipment — often changing the operating methods will make the difference between
the success and failure of using a particular equipment type.

This section will describe various operating techniques, and their effects on operational
and environmental considerations. While the emphasis is on primary transport equip-
ment, the other phases will also be mentioned.

Ground-based Primary Transport

Roadside versus landing systems
One distinguishing characteristic between harvesting systems is whether the logs are
transported to roadside or landing. This decision has major implications on harvesting
economics plus some impacts on the post-harvesting activities.

OPERATIONAL

One technique to reduce
logging costs is to ensure
that each machine is used as
much as possible on every
shift. Separating the phases
with stockpiles of logs is one
way to achieve this goal be-
cause a delay in one phase
will have minimal impact
on previous or subsequent
phases. The key to roadside
logging is to allow adequate
space to stockpile the logs — a rule of thumb in the Interior is to separate each phase
by about one week’s production.

Roadside logging often implies full-tree or tree-length skidding with grapples or
clambunks, but cut-to-length, horse logging, loader-forwarders, and cherry pickers are
also used in roadside systems. It is also used where full trees are skidded to roadside
and trucked to a central location for processing. For this section, “roadside logging”
will refer to the narrow definition of full-tree or tree-length systems using
skidders or clambunks,
with subsequent mechani-
cal processing.

A primary consideration for
roadside logging is the
sideslope adjacent to the
roads. The sideslopes must
be less than 15–20% to
stockpile and process the
logs because the processors
have difficulty reaching the
logs on steeper ground. The

Figure 111
The flat slope in this
cutblock allows the
skidder to drop the
logs at any location
along the road’s
length.

Figure 112
A clambunk skidder
piling logs at the
roadside by offloading
with its grapple.

Ground-based Primary Transport
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entire road does not need to be suitable for processing logs, but a rule of thumb is that
at least one-third of the road’s length must be suitable. The ground itself must be free of
large obstacles that would prevent stockpiling the logs or impede travel for the loader.

Roadside operations allow a great deal of flexibility to combine various machines into
systems such that each machine works optimally. Even though the individual machines
may work at different rates, they can be combined in different numbers, shift lengths,
or number of shifts per day to ensure that each machine is fully utilized. Roadside log-
ging also eliminates the congestion that occurs in landings and can improve the safety
environment for workers. 

The high degree of mechanization required for roadside logging results in very high
capital costs, which subsequently requires a large harvesting volume to amortize the
equipment costs at an economical rate. Roadside logging can achieve low unit costs,
but only when based on high productivity. 

Hand-bucking of small trees of roadside decks is generally impractical because of safety,
logistical, and productivity concerns; therefore, mechanical processing is required. Pro-
ductivity for mechanical processing is highest when all the trees are oriented with their
butts in the same direction; therefore, mechanized falling is usually used with roadside
logging.

The processor type influences its practicality for roadside processing. Stroke delimbers
return the processed logs to about the same location where they were retrieved, but
dangle-head processors move the logs from one location to another during processing.
This design feature means that the logs must be decked about one log-length away from
the road edge, with the logs becoming aligned with the road edge only after process-
ing. Because of this design difference, stroke delimbers are more commonly used for
roadside processing than dangle-head processors.

Because the loader must be able to operate from an unprepared surface, wheeled
front-end loaders are unsuitable for roadside systems. Furthermore, optimizing truck-
ing costs under typical highway weight restrictions requires that some of the butts be
aligned to the front of the truck while the remainder be aligned to the rear of the truck.
Since the logs are all aligned in one direction after processing, a butt ’n top loader is
required to alternate the log orientation.

However, roadside logging is impractical for some locations. The sideslope adjacent to
the roads may be too steep — if not enough space is available on suitable terrain to deck
the timber for processing, “hot processing and loading” is required. The timber may be
too large for mechanical processing or other resource constraints may require the use

of less-mechanized systems.
Every operating division will
have some volume that must
be logged to landings, and
the licensee must decide
how best to accommodate
this requirement for flexibil-
ity. Two different methods
are (1) to ensure that each
contractor has the equip-
ment required for all condi-
tions, or (2) to employ
a range of contractors

Figure 113
Small landings can
become congested

with equipment
and logs.

Operating Techniques
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specialized for different conditions. Each method has its benefits, and the outcome of
this decision will vary among licensees depending on their corporate requirements.

Landing-based operations
are typically less mecha-
nized than roadside opera-
tions. Therefore,landing-
based operations are more
appropriate when more log
manufacturing is required or
in niche operations such as
cleanup around riparian ar-
eas. The volume of timber
may be insufficient to justify
the transportation costs for a
large, mechanized opera-
tion, and less-mechanized equipment may be more appropriate. Landings are usually
required for steeper ground where the highly mechanized equipment cannot operate.

Many landings are restricted to less than 0.3 ha. With this landing size, the amount of
log storage space is limited, and all phases must work more closely together on
either one or several landings. Two or three concurrent landings in an operating area
can help optimize productivity, but even with multiple landings, the travel time between
landings can make it impractical to separate the phases. There is less opportunity to
combine shifts of different lengths, or for the machines to work different numbers of shifts
per day. As a result, the productivity of all machines is usually limited by the rate of the
slowest phase.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Roadside and landing systems have considerably different machine-travel patterns over
the cutblock, which can influence whether the site’s growth potential becomes degraded
after harvesting. In roadside systems, the traffic is dispersed over a wider area. Almost
every part of the cutblock receives some traffic, and the areas near the roadside undergo
many cycles of machine traffic. The first one to five passes may cause the greatest por-
tion of the total compaction, so the entire cutblock could be affected. However, the
impact of machine traffic depends largely on the site characteristics and operating con-
ditions, and even many passes may result in no compaction under some conditions. In
contrast, the traffic in landing-based systems is concentrated on fewer skid trails, espe-
cially near the landings. Trails may become severely compacted and require subsequent
site rehabilitation, but the extent of the impact is well defined. Note that the choice be-
tween roadside and landing systems can influence the amount and extent of site
disturbance.

See the following “Skidding pattern” discussion and the “Site and Stand Characteristics”
section later in the handbook for additional information about skidding patterns and soil
impacts.

The limbs and tops that accumulate during mechanical processing could reduce the
amount of plantable area for some sites; the debris is commonly piled on the road for
subsequent burning. Excavators are increasingly used for roadside cleanup because of
their lower soil disturbance as compared with crawler tractors. Debris from landings
must be piled and burned (if permitted), and fire guards may be required around the
landing.

Figure 114
A line skidder pulls a
turn into a landing as
the front-end loader
waits for the next truck
to arrive.

Ground-based Primary Transport
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More care must be taken with roadside harvesting to restore all drainage structures prop-
erly after operations are completed because they could become plugged with logging
debris.

After dropping the logs at roadside, the usual practice is to push them into a pile with
the skidder, which increases the amount of machine traffic immediately adjacent to the
road and potentially increases the amount of soil compaction and log breakage. An
alternative is simply to drop the logs at the roadside and to pile them with a log loader.

This method may result in
less ground compaction, but
with additional costs. How-
ever, the contractor that FERIC

observed using this tech-
nique said that increased
productivity for the skidders
offset the loader cost. 

The silvicultural system has
an influence on the choice
between roadside or land-
ing operations. Landings are
usually used in partial cut-

ting systems to provide for loading sites where machine operations will not damage the
residual stand. In roadside operations, sufficient trees must be removed to provide a clear
working area. 

Skidding pattern
As defined for this handbook, three skidding patterns are commonly used in British
Columbia: random skidding, designated trails, and return trails. Random skidding is typi-
cal for gentle terrain where topography does not limit machine travel, and traffic is not
concentrated at any specific location. With designated trails, the travel routes are pre-
determined and usually marked in the field. The skidders may travel entirely on the
designated trails, or they may be used for a portion of the travel route. Designated trails
are appropriate for steep or sensitive areas such as near gullies. On sites with sensitive
soils, designated trails limit the areas where machines are allowed to travel, and thus
limit the extent of soil disturbance. With return trails, the skidder travels on different
routes for the outbound and inbound portions of the cycle.

OPERATIONAL

On gentle terrain, ground-based equipment can travel anywhere on the cutblock in a
random pattern. As the terrain becomes steeper, bladed skid trails may be required for
safe access. Generally, sideslopes of about 35% are considered to be the upper limit at
which wheeled skidders can work safely off the trail. 

With more emphasis on soil conservation and with the implementation of soil distur-
bance guidelines, constructing an extensive network of skid trails to accommodate
skidders is less common to minimize soil disturbance. Instead, cable yarding is used
more often, or operations are scheduled for winter on snow, when skid trails require less
soil excavation.

Skid trails are used to reduce the risk of overturning the skidder, to allow faster travel,
or to control the distribution of traffic. Costs are incurred to locate, construct, and
rehabilitate trails after harvesting. On steep ground, skidders may be confined to the

Figure 115
The skidders dropped

the logs at the
roadside, and the

loader moved them
into piles, which

reduced the amount
of roadside traffic.
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trails, which decreases pro-
ductivity because the skid-
der operator must pull the
chokers from the trail to the
hookup site for the logs.

The return-trail pattern is
used to avoid turning the
skidders around on steep
ground, thus reducing the
risk of overturning the ma-
chine. The skidders use a
trail constructed to the top
of the hill on the outbound
portion of the cycle. From
the top, the skidders travel
straight down the hill, pick-
ing up a turn of logs on the
way. Intermediate trails may
be built between the top
and bottom of the cutblock
to serve as both inbound
and outbound trails depend-
ing on the skidding location
relative to the trail.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Trails limit the extent of ma-
chine traffic, thus limiting the distribution of soil disturbance over the cutblock. How-
ever, the type of concentrated disturbance resulting from trail construction and use may
be more detrimental than disturbance from random skidding.

Trails can become channels to concentrate surface water and cause soil erosion, or they
can be compacted and reduce seedling growth. Careful layout and rehabilitation are
required to maintain proper drainage patterns.

Random skidding and designated trails may be combined within a single cutblock,
(e.g., portions of a cutblock may be steep enough to require trails while other portions
are less steep). Skidders tend to gravitate towards a common trail around landings, but
without designated trails, several routes may be used before a single trail becomes the
preferred route. By designating a preferred route, the total amount of disturbed land area
can be reduced around the landing.

With the return-trail system, the amount of soil disturbance may vary depending on the
slope position. Soil disturbance will be less at the top of the slope where there is little
traffic off the trails, but higher at the bottom where the traffic is more concentrated.

Clambunks work in a series of trails perpendicular to the haul road, accumulating a load
as they travel back to the road; they may pass over each portion of land just one time. For-
warders follow the trail of the feller-processor, travelling on a mat of debris. With loader-
forwarders, planning the travel routes can reduce soil disturbance by avoiding sensitive
zones such as wet or soft ground. Where soft ground cannot be avoided, mats or debris
placed on the trails must be used to spread the load and reduce soildisturbance. The trail

Figure 116
High-density skid
trails on steep terrain
were once common,
but this access
pattern is no longer
considered
acceptable.
Alternatives to this
skidding pattern
include designated
skid trails or cable
yarding.

Figure 117
A form of return-trail
system. Parallel skid
trails were located
about five tree-lengths
apart, and the skidder
travelled straight
downhill between
trails to pick up the
logs.
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should maximize the use of benches on steep ground, and careful planning is required to
ensure that the machine can reach all the timber without leaving the trail.

Operating period
To maximize the amount of timber harvested with each machine, some operations work
two or more shifts per day, while others are limited to daytime operations only. 

OPERATIONAL

Highly mechanized operations, where all workers are enclosed in machine cabs, can
be conducted at night as well as during the day. This approach increases the total number

of hours worked per year,
which helps to amortize the
capital cost of the machin-
ery and reduce overall
operating costs. Nighttime
operations are typical for
northern Interior locations
where most of the annual
harvest must be done in
winter when the daylight
period is short.

However, productivity at
night is usually lower than

during the day, given the same operating conditions, because of reduced visibility. Sched-
uling the more difficult areas for daylight operations can help maximize total produc-
tivity. Nighttime operations can also make maintenance more difficult — the machine
operates in the evening when it might normally be serviced or repaired.

Some safety hazards or log-quality factors may be less visible at night than during day-
time. Operating at night with on-the-ground workers is not feasible because of the safety
hazard of working in the dark. 

ENVIRONMENTAL

Boundary markings are less visible at night than during the day, and the risk of inad-
vertently crossing a boundary is higher. This risk increases near areas that are marked
with several boundaries, such as machine-free zones near riparian management areas.
Coordinating the day and night shifts so that operations along the boundary are done
during the day and in the cutblock interior at night can minimize the risk of trespass into
a sensitive zone. Reflective tape and paint on boundary lines can also help with nighttime
visibility.

Method of trail construction
Three types of machines can be used to construct trails: skidders, crawler tractors, or
excavators. 

OPERATIONAL

Because wheeled skidders can construct only the simplest trails — they can only clear
logs out of the way and do minor excavation — a machine capable of making a soil cut
is required for building trails on steep ground. The crawler tractor was used most often
in the past, but recently the hydraulic excavator has been become more common for
constructing trails.

Figure 118
Mechanical harvesting
equipment with proper

lighting allows for
round-the-clock

operations.
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Since trailbuilding is not a full-time job, the trailbuilder must either be used for other
purposes or sit idle for part of the time. Many contractors have old tractors used for
miscellaneous purposes, such as building trails. One worker may do this job as a part-
time activity, or the tractor may be used for skidding as required. Kockx and Krag (1993)
found that the experience and skill of the operator played a large role in the site distur-
bance caused by trailbuilders. They also found that the trailbuilder and skidders must
be matched closely in size, and that switching to a smaller trailbuilder did not
necessarily result in smaller trails unless the skidders are also downsized.

Excavators equipped with buckets can be used very successfully for trailbuilding; with
quick-change attachments they can also be used for site preparation, cleanup, or loader-
forwarding.

In winter, a tractor may be required to clear the snow for the wheeled skidders.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Excavators can keep topsoil and subsoil separated during construction and have more
control over placement of the soil to facilitate easier and more effective rehabilitation
after harvesting. Excavators can also work in more sensitive areas such as near streams
because they do not cause as much soil disturbance when turning. They can be used
to construct temporary crossings or to place portable bridges without encroaching on
the stream.

Protection of the residual stand
Protection of the residual
stand refers to preserving
advance regeneration as the
overstorey is removed, or
avoiding damage to the re-
maining trees in a partial
cutting silvicultural system.
This protection must not
only be considered at the
extraction phase, but also
during planning, falling, and
post-harvesting. Planning
the patterns for cutting and
extraction, and following the
plans through completion, are the keys to successful protection of the residual stand.

OPERATIONAL

The area travelled over by the harvesting equipment must be minimized; therefore, the
falling and skidding equipment should use the same trails to minimize damage to the
residual trees. Zero-swing feller-bunchers can work successfully from trails barely wider
than their track widths, such as in partial cutting systems.

Cut-to-length systems using feller-processors have different capabilities and requirements
than full-tree harvesting systems using feller-bunchers and skidders. Feller-processors
cannot hold the trees vertically after they are cut from the stump, whereas feller-bunchers
can keep the tree vertical. With feller-processors, the trees fall into the residual stand
and may cause some damage. After falling, the trees are cut into short lengths and loaded
onto forwarders.

Figure 119
The shorter logs
carried on forwarders
are easier to maneuver
between the residual
trees in a partial cut
than the full-length
trees moved by
skidders.
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The CTL system is well
suited to protecting the re-
sidual crop because of the
shorter logs. In full-tree or
tree-length systems, the
trails must be fairly straight
to avoid the sweeping effect
of dragging long logs behind
a skidder. Where curves are
required, leaving rub trees
or posts will protect the crop
trees and define the location
of the skid trails. The rub

trees can be felled manually and skidded after all the other trees have been harvested.
The trails in CTL systems can have more curves, although very sharp corners will still
cause problems with tree rubbing.

The trees must be felled in the proper orientation towards the trail. Feller-bunchers can
hold the trees vertically after cutting, so they can be placed in the desired location and
orientation. By working from the back of the trail, the feller-buncher can lay the trees

on the trail, ready for the
skidder. If this is not feasible,
a “herringbone” pattern
minimizes the turn angle for
the trees to turn onto the trail.

Operators of delimbers and
other post-harvesting or sup-
port equipment must be
instructed not to knock over
residuals that have been pro-
tected during skidding.

ENVIRONMENTAL

In partial cutting systems, the fallers must ensure that the residual trees meet the proper
requirements for species, size, form, and health. If the cutting prescription is complex,
feller-buncher operators may be unable to distinguish properly between cut and leave
trees, and tree marking or hand-falling may be required. With hand-falling, line skidders
are also required to reach from the trails to the felled trees.

The root systems of the residual trees must be carefully protected. Increasing the stump
heights will avoid having the skid plates on the felling head dig into the ground and sever
the roots of the residuals.

Since many partial cutting systems require multiple entries into the stand over the rota-
tion period, it is important to restrict machine traffic to the same skid trails during each
entry to reduce the cumulative effects of soil disturbance.

Figure 121
Falling the trees in a
herringbone pattern
with the butts facing
the yarding corridors

will help minimize
damage to the residual

trees.

Figure 120
Rub trees prevent

damage to the
residual trees.
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